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Wednesday 23rd March 2022 
 
 
 
Present:- Mike Kirkham (MK) Chair, Peter Corbett(PC) Treasurer, Nigel Osborne (NO), 
Lloyd Hughes (LHs), Nigel Bond (NB), Peter Bruce (PB) notetaker 
 
1.  Welcome and apologies 
 
Apologies received from Joan Brame and Linda Harper 
 
2. Previous Minutes 
 
Agreed as an accurate account, minutes to be posted on website. 
 
3. Action 
 
Point one - PB to look into benefits of being affiliated to Astro body 
= now resolved. Mike and Peter got us onto the FAS. Good offer of discount too. We need 
to add this new affiliation onto website, Facebook etc. PB to request FAS logo from our 
contact there. 
 
Point two - MK to look into issue of insurance cover when providing event for third party 
= our current insurance is in place til renewal. When that comes around we can go with 
the FAS 
Subject of public liability came up - in particular with regard to October Star party. 
^^^ unsure what the outcome of this bit was? 
 
Point three - MK to find out how many visits to podcast made on website 
= mark proctor has checked and sadly as expected the numbers don’t support it carrying 
on. A lot of work has gone into these and we are obviously thankful but we shan’t be 
continuing with them. 
 
Point four - Review and revisit existing policies and procedures 
= Are plans to revisit constitution which was made in 2015. It served its purpose but many 
other organisations seem to have stripped theirs down to a few pages unlike ours. Due to 
review in AGM in may, but possibly our new affiliation with the FAS would help us to 
produce a new one. 
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Point five - NO to continue enquiries to visit Cambridge Observatory 
= Resolved, we went! 
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Point six - MK to make contact with National Trust 
= no movement. Still want to get our club back on feet first. Eager not to commit ourselves 
to too much too soon. 
 
Point seven - PC to contact Mark P re updates to website 
= Completed. Better integration of peters social media content with the website content. 
 
Point eight - PC to further look into insurance, hat levels of cover and risk available 
= renewed PL insurance - £5500 worth of our own equipment covered only on items where 
we can prove ownership. Doesn’t cover donated equipment sadly. For next renewal we 
can look into ways to include these other items in cover ie: GoTo mount (possibly at 
market value) 
 
4. Finances covered 
 
A new question was raised by a new member of committee - (sorry can’t recall who!) - Do 
we have a set float as in a minimum we want to have in the bank at any one time? 
= We shouldn’t have any unexpected costs, so as yet we haven’t had a need for any sort of 
safety net financially. Because the last two years we haven’t been in operation there hasn’t 
been any outgoings or income per se. But in future we do expect to have some sort of 
fund, and it is agreed a contingency of sorts is something we could benefit from. 
 
5. Committee future 
 
Still one person down. We think Lily would be a great addition. MK will ask. 
MK keen to carry on as Chair, for at least 1 year but really wants it opened up. Not asking 
people to jump in straight away, but definitely doesn’t wish to be Chair if someone else 
wishes to take up the mantle 
 
6. Future of Members Programme 
 
= Good so far, but some great ideas from new committee members. Advised (?) to look 
into a revised members programme, including meetings and speakers and multi 
presentations etc, internet based learning etc. 
Request to committee to brainstorm, think creatively. 
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7. Events Programme 
 
= Whitsun Fayre - as Phil  Leigh was the lead on external events but now can’t be NO has 
agreed to lead on this event. 
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Nigel is ok to attend (both nigels), as is Peter Bruce. Good to ask members closer to the 
time about volunteers. Sounds like we will have power this time too - so we can have a tv, 
or music playing etc to engage with audience. 
Additional note after meeting that Peter Bruce would like to write some ‘space’ music that can play 
on loop during the day. Atmospheric, positive, non disruptive. Happy to provide examples. 
 
Star Party in october still possible assuming council still keen to hold event. We are 
prepared if it happens. 
 
8. AGM meeting 
 
AGM meeting is impending in May. David Murton has been considered as a guest for the 
event. Would be lovely to have him. 
MK to investigate if we can invite local parish council to our AGM 
Nigel to investigate how things work in whepstead, as in who runs things. Is this place self 
controlled or is it all parish council supervised? ie: how would we go about using this 
space, building on it etc, being part of the village? 
there is a fete in Whepstead on 2nd July - nigel always goes 
Discussion of internet access at Whepstead - Peter has a mobile broadband solution which 
he is happy to bring along to meetings, as with a test conducted at the meeting we were 
getting 40+gbps. very fast. 
Club would happily reimburse based off usage. Peter will monitor usage and report back 
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25/9/21 
P4 

PB to look into benefits from being affiliated to known 
astronomical body 

PB Complete 

25/9/21  
5 

MK to look into issue of insurance cover when providing 
event for third party 

MK Ongoing 

12/1/22 
P1 

MK to find out how many visits to Podcast made on 
website. 

MK Complete 

12/1/22 
P1 

Revisit and review existing policies and procedures. All Ongoing 

12/1/22 
P2 

NO to continue to enquire re Visit to Cambridge 
Observatory. 

NO Complete 

12/1/22 
P3 

MK to make contact with National Trust MK Ongoing 

9/2/22 
P2 

PC to further look into insurances, what levels of cover 
and risk available 

PC Complete 
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